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Overview of new features and improvements  

TRIOS Smile Design 22.2 
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TRIOS Smile Design 22.2 
Smile Design 22.2 delivers whitening simulation on natural teeth, new and 
improved annotations, and enhancements to the user experience.  

 Adjust the color of “Designed” and “Natural” teeth  

Simulate a comprehensive treatment which includes both restorative and whitening. Users can now adjust 
the color for both the “Designed” teeth and the patient’s natural teeth.  In addition, the range for tooth 
brightness and chroma is now more realistic. 

 

 Refined left panel design 

The design of the left panel menu has been refined to make it cleaner, simpler, and easier to work with. 

 

 Enhanced annotation 

The design notes tool has been upgraded, adding the ability to customize the formatting of the 
annotations, including color and font size. It is now also possible to link annotations to selected 
measurements. The annotations’ text is also readable on the footer of the output photo. 

  

 Quick view options 

Use the new “quick view” buttons to easily transition between face view, smile view and full screen. Face 
and smile view focus the screen on the face and smile respectively, whereas the full screen button hides the 
left menu in case the user wants more screen space for designing. 

 

 Loop slider animation 

Elevate communication of the potential treatment results in front of the patient, by having the before/after 
slider continuously glide back and forth automatically.  
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Resolved Issues 
 Visibility of tooth measurements & annotations on output 

The visibility and readability of the tooth proportions, measurements and text annotations on the output photos 
have been improved.  

 

 Visibility of Copy tool circle 

The circle to select copy-area in the Copy tool is now visible consistently regardless of zoom level of the 
photo. 

 

 Improved functionality of Design Notes & measurements with various tools 

The functionality of annotations and measurements in combination with other tools has been improved, 
including functionality with undo/redo and Mirror Photo. 

 

 Improved backward compatibility of Design Notes with older cases 

The backward compatibility of design notes and measurements, when used on older Smile Design cases, 
has been improved. 

 

 Improved usability of lip-line editing 

The lip-line is now easier to edit on the points & rotation step, the interaction between it and the mid-line 
is improved. 
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Known issues 
 

Useful links 
Training Videos  

Find all training videos on our ‘3Shape Training Videos’ YouTube channel. Get started with TRIOS 
Smile Design by accessing the training video below:  
3Shape – Smile Design User Interface 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=omuAeyFOmto&t=1s

